Purpose: Randomized ovarian cancer trials, including ICON7, have reported improved progression-free survival (PFS) when bevacizumab was added to conventional cytotoxic therapy. The improvement was modest prompting the search for predictive biomarkers for bevacizumab.
Introduction
Ovarian cancer is the fourth commonest cause of female cancer-related death, accounting for thousands of lives each year. For several decades the standard of care has been surgery and platinum-based cytotoxic chemotherapy. Despite attempts to optimize these modalities (1, 2), progression-free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS) remained stable prompting the investigation of new treatment strategies, including those that target tumor vasculature (3) (4) (5) (6) .
Angiogenesis, the formation of new blood vessels, has been validated as a target for cancer treatment in multiple randomized clinical trials that evaluated the benefit of adding vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) pathway inhibitors to conventional therapy (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . The approach has revealed improvements in PFS and/or OS that were statistically significant but clinically relatively modest (12) ; observations that also pertain to two recent trials in ovarian cancer in which patients were randomized to receive carboplatin and paclitaxel AE the anti-VEGF antibody, bevacizumab [GOG218(3) and ICON7 (4) ].
The modest improvement in survival in trials of antiangiogenic agents in solid tumors triggered a search for predictive biomarkers to allow selection of patients most likely to benefit from this class of drugs to optimize efficacy while reducing toxicity and expense. Recent data highlighted the potential predictive value of soluble, low molecular weight VEGFA in pretreatment plasma taken from patients with pancreatic, stomach, and breast cancer but not in colorectal, lung, and renal cancers (13) . This biomarker may also hold the predictive value for OS at the highest quartile of plasma concentrations in patients treated within the GOG218 ovarian cancer trial (14) .
Here, we present an analysis of the international blood sample collection taken before treatment in the ICON7 (4) clinical trial, which recruited 1,528 new patients with high-risk, early-stage ovarian cancer, and FIGO stage III/ IV disease. Patients were randomized to receive six cycles of conventional dose carboplatin and paclitaxel AE bevacizumab 7.5 mg/kg every 3 weeks for up to 12 months. The trial reported a 1.5-month improvement in PFS [HR, 0.81; 95% confidence interval (CI), 0.70-0.94; P ¼ 0.004 log-rank test] in the experimental arm. In the advanced disease subset of the experimental arm, improvement in PFS was 3.6 months and early analysis of OS showed a 7.8-month benefit. Having previously developed and validated to Good Clinical Practice for Laboratories (GCPL) standards multiplex angiogenesis-related ELISAs (15), we applied this technology to determine the predictive significance of pretreatment plasma concentrations of 15 angiogenesis-related factors implicated in VEGF biology (VEGFA, -C, and -D; and VEGF receptors, VEGFR1, and VEGFR2; refs. 16, 17) , angiogenic factors in ovarian cancer (fibroblast growth factor, FGF2; interleukin, IL8; angiopoietin, Ang1 and Ang2; and Tunica internal endothelial cell kinase 2, Tie2; refs. 18, 19) 
Materials and Methods

ICON7, sample processing, and patient selection
We report our study in accordance with REMARK guidelines (26) . There were 1,528 patients randomized in ICON7, of whom most (81.5%) had FIGO stage III/IV disease. Samples were obtained from all participating Gynecologic Cancer Intergroup (GCIG) groups except for the Arbeitsgemeinschaft Gyn€ akologische Onkologie (AGO).
Plasma (EDTA) samples were collected at each trial center using Standard Operating Procedures. Samples were separated into aliquots, frozen at À80 C, shipped to the Biobank (University of Leeds, Leeds, UK), and stored anonymously at À80 C. Projects using ICON7 translational research samples underwent peer review, were approved by the Trial Management and Steering Committees and the Ethics Committee in charge of the trial. To enrich the predictive performance of the chosen biomarkers, we selected samples, equally from the experimental or control arms, from patients where there was a measurable tumor response, determined according to RECIST (27) or, in the case of nonmeasureable but evaluable disease, according to GCIG criteria (28). This focused the discovery arm on angio-related biomarkers rather than toxicity biomarkers. We used a training set of 91 women; and a validation set of 114 women from whom pretreatment plasma was available.
Multiplex ELISA
Assay measurements were performed in the Clinical and Experimental Pharmacology GCPL laboratories, Cancer Research UK Manchester Institute (Paterson Building; Manchester, UK). ELISAs were performed using the SearchLight Plus charged couple device imaging system (Aushon BioSystems). Angiogenesis-associated protein concentrations were assessed using two six-plex ELISAs of Ang2, FGFb, HGF, PDGFbb, VEGFA and VEGFC and GCSF, IL8, KGF, PlGF, VEGFR1, and VEGFR2, respectively, a duplex of Ang1 and Tie2 and a single plex of VEGFD.
All ELISA plexes were subjected to in-house validation as previously described (15) . As an example of part of the validation process, Supplementary Fig. S1 demonstrates that Ang1 and Tie2 (on the same plex) are measured independently of each other. Serum CA125 concentrations were determined at each clinical site.
Outcome measures
The primary outcome was PFS; the secondary outcome was tumor response. PFS was calculated from the date of randomization to the date of disease progression or death,
Translational Relevance
Bevacizumab has been evaluated in several randomized trials in ovarian cancer. In all trials a statistically significant improvement in progression-free survival was reported but the benefit was modest and there remains a critical need to identify predictive biomarkers for all vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) pathway inhibitors, including bevacizumab. Here, we report the analysis of blood samples, taken before treatment in the ICON7 clinical trial, using a validated multiplex ELISA that was capable of measuring the plasma concentrations of multiple angio-related factors. The data show that angiopoietin 1 and Tie2 concentrations identify a subgroup of patients who benefit from bevacizumab. The data are important because a recent trial has reported that angiopoietins are a valid target in ovarian cancer. Together these data highlight the possibility of differential regulation of ovarian cancer angiogenesis through VEGF or angiopoietin. whichever occurred first. Patients who were alive without disease progression at the end of the study were censored at the date of their last assessment. Disease progression was defined clinically or by RECIST (27, 29) criteria. Asymptomatic progression on the basis of CA125 levels was insufficient to define progression. Tumor response was dichotomized as responder (complete or partial response) or nonresponder (stable or progressive disease). Best response was assessed in patients with measurable disease at baseline who received at least one cycle of protocol treatment and was defined as the best confirmed response recorded in the interval between the start of treatment through to 70 days after the last cycle of cytotoxic treatment.
Data analysis
The prognostic importance of each individual candidate biomarker (clinical variable or putative protein biomarker) was assessed by including it (continuously and dichotomized at the distribution median) as a sole covariate in a proportional hazards model for progression and by testing for the corresponding null hypothesis of no effect via a Wald test. A plot of the Martingale residuals from each markerspecific analysis was examined for evidence of nonlinearity in the biomarker-hazard relationship. Transformations such as log 2 transformation were applied if evidence of nonlinearity was found.
To identify variables of predictive importance with respect to treatment effect, we fitted a Cox model of PFS for each distinct combination of a putative biomarker and treatment. Each of these fitted models included the treatment Â biomarker interaction term. Where there was evidence of an interaction (i.e., the effect of treatment changes with the value of the biomarker), this was taken to suggest the possible predictive potential of the biomarker with respect to patient benefit from bevacizumab. A Kaplan-Meier estimator was used for the visualization of the PFS for each of the identified putative biomarker. It should be noted that this is an observational analysis and the difference in PFS did not taken confounders, for example, prognostic factors, into account at this stage. Therefore, we refrain from reporting P values in this analysis.
Following REMARK guidelines, we also explored the use of multivariable fractional polynomial interaction (MFPI; ref. 30) models to avoid restricting assumptions to linearity. This approach also allowed us to assess for nonpredefined cutoffs and avoid data-driven definition of cutoffs.
A parsimonious subset of biomarkers highlighted by the above analysis provided the basis for a further stage of the study, in which we looked into the prognostic and predictive value of combinations of biomarkers. Here, we hypothesized that combinations of biomarkers offer added discrimination in our prediction models, and sought to explore specific combinations of biomarkers based on our initial screening and biologically driven hypothesized combinations.
To prevent the estimate from being unduly influenced by a few patients with extreme biomarker measurements, Cox regression models for each putative biomarker were validated using a bootstrap resampling technique. For each model, 1,000 bootstrap samples were generated and the relative frequency with which each specific candidate biomarker resulted as significant was recorded. The analyses were carried out using R software (version 2.7.1; The R development Core Team, R Foundation for Statistical Computing) and SPSS (version 19, SPSS Inc.).
Correction for multiple testing
The proteins investigated in this study were selected because of their biologic relevance to angiogenesis. Because of this role in angiogenesis, it is perhaps not surprising that the concentrations of many cytokines are highly correlated (Supplementary Table S1 ). Methodologies for the correction of multiple testing, such as Bonferroni correction, assume independence in test statistics and are, therefore, inappropriate. In this study, no correction was carried out for multiple testing during the screening of each individual candidate biomarker, so that more candidates were shortlisted for further investigation. When the optimum model was derived using the combination of putative biomarkers, a single-step maxT approach was applied to determine the appropriate cutoff for P values under multiple testing. Bootstrap resampling technique was also used to estimate the complicated dependency among the putative biomarkers.
Validation set
The model, including all the identified biomarkers, was further validated using an additional dataset of 114 validation patients. As suggested by the REMARK guidelines, the validation was firstly carried out by applying the identical Cox model from the analysis of the training data to the validation sample with the same estimated parameters, by generating a prognostic index for each patient and by subsequently classifying all validation group patients into high-and low-risk groups according to their prognostic indices. Kaplan-Meier curves were plotted for each risk group to compare with actual survival probabilities and model-based estimates. The model parameters were then reoptimized using the validation dataset and the results were compared with the model derived using the training dataset. Finally, a model comprising both training and validation datasets was developed as a more generalized survival model.
Results
Patient characteristics
The characteristics of the 91 participating patients in the training dataset are shown in Table 1 . Forty-four were in the standard arm and 47 in the experimental arm. Demographic characteristics, histologic types, and surgery for the TRICON7 patients were similar to those of the patients in the main trial. However, the median age was significantly lower in the patients treated with bevacizumab (Kruskal-Wallis test, P ¼ 0.030), and, accordingly, we investigated the prognostic and predictive role of age in our modeling. The majority of patients had high-grade serous FIGO stage IIIc disease that had undergone cytoreductive surgery with less than 1-cm residual disease and these were similarly distributed between the allocated treatment arms.
Protein biomarker levels by treatment
Concentrations of the 15 angiogenesis-associated proteins were measured in the plasma of patients before they received cytotoxic therapy AE bevacizumab. Supplementary  Fig. S2 demonstrates that most of these proteins were present at the lower end of the detectable concentration range in keeping with the hypothesis that the patients had undergone effective cytoreductive surgery leaving little cytokine-producing tumor.
The biomarker concentration frequency distributions for the angiogenesis-associated proteins are shown in Supplementary Fig. S2 . Most had a skewed distribution (skewness > 1.5; Supplementary Table S2), whereas IL8, Tie2, and VEGFR2 had reasonably normal distributions. There were no differences in median pretreatment concentrations of biomarkers between the treatment arms, although CA-125 was greater in the experimental arm (median 163 vs. 74, Kruskal-Wallis test, P ¼ 0.0177; Supplementary Table S3) . We assessed the impact of timing of sample collection (and the effect of physiologic angiogenesis) and, in general, found no relationship between the interval from surgery to chemotherapy and plasma concentrations of the angiogenesis-associated proteins (Supplementary Table S4 ). The exceptions were borderline higher median levels of Tie2 (P ¼ 0.020) and HGF (P ¼ 0.042) in women commencing chemotherapy greater than 4 weeks, compared with less than 4 weeks, after surgery.
Biomarker screening and candidate selection
As expected FIGO stage and residual disease (both P < 0.0001) were associated with PFS and were included in the Cox model. Tie2 was the only protein showing borderline prognostic significance (P ¼ 0.041; Table 2 ). All candidate biomarkers were assessed for their ability to identify patients likely to benefit from addition of bevacizumab. Table 2 shows that treatment interacts with Ang1 (P ¼ 0.032) on a linear continuous scale. The results were validated using bootstrap resampling technique (Supplementary Table S5) .
To test for possible nonlinear relationships between angiogenesis-related biomarkers and treatment interaction, we performed MFPI models separately for each biomarker. Two striking observations emerged: (i) for Ang1, as a linear model on the nontransformed continuous scale, there was a clear suggestion of an interaction, shown graphically in Fig. 1, (left) ; and (ii) for Tie2, although there was no significant interaction term, there was clear evidence of heterogeneity in the relation between high levels of Tie 2 and treatment (Fig. 1, right) .
In both these models, the changes in relations between biomarker and treatment approximated to the medians of each biomarker distributions. Therefore, we explored further the relationships of Ang1 and Tie2 and binary variables via dichotomization around the median concentration.
The Kaplan-Meier survival estimator was used to visualize the PFS of patient groups defined as having supra-or infra-median concentrations of Ang1 and Tie2, in the two treatment arms, as shown in Supplementary Fig. S3A-S3C . As mentioned in Materials and Methods section, this is an observational analysis and no P values were reported. For Ang1 (Supplementary Fig. S3A ), there was no difference in median PFS, in the standard arm, in women defined by high (>2,978 pg/mL) or low ( 2,978 pg/mL) values (16.9 vs. 17.8 months); but in the bevacizumab arm, patients with high Ang1 had a shorter median PFS than those with low Ang1 (15.3 vs. 19.3 months). For Tie2, there was no difference in median PFS in the standard arm in women defined by high (>18,822 pg/mL) or low ( 18, All models were performed inserting one biomarker at a time, including the biomarker and the biomarker Â treatment interaction term. The reported P value is for the interaction term. Supplementary Fig. S3B ). The interaction term was borderline significant (P ¼ 0.052). Together the data suggest that Ang1 and Tie2 individually provide predictive information about the expected efficacy of bevacizumab.
Predictive advantage of combined Ang1 and Tie2
At a tissue level, Ang1 is a ligand for the Tie2 receptor, a putative regulator of VEGF inhibitor resistance (31); yet at a plasma level, the correlation between Ang1 and Tie2 levels was weak (Spearman coefficient ¼ 0.269). This background motivated our subsequent investigation of a possible threeway interaction between the effects of treatment, Ang1 and Tie2 on PFS. FIGO stage and size of residual disease were included as prognostic factors because of their significant P values in the univariate analysis (Table 2) as well as their known clinical relevance with PFS. Table 3 summarizes the results of a Cox regression analysis of the dependence of hazard on PFS of Ang1, Tie2, and treatment simultaneously, allowing for high-order interactions between the corresponding three effects, and shows a significant evidence of a three-way interaction (P ¼ 0.003). Here, the P value is 0.015, after correction for multiple testing. The three-way Ang1-Tie2-bevacizumab interaction was validated in a subsequent bootstrap analysis (bootstrap frequency ¼ 84.3%).
The clinical relevance of combining Ang1 and Tie2 is shown in Supplementary Fig. S3C 
Clinical trial decision tree
As a framework to a future clinical trial, the relationship between Ang1-Tie2 and treatment is pictorially conveyed in Fig. 2 , as a decision tree. Patients with high Ang1 and low Tie2 gain a significant benefit from bevacizumab (median PFS, 23.0 months for the bevacizumab arm vs. 16.2 months for the standard arm; log-rank test P ¼ 0.006). In contrast, in the high-Ang1 and high-Tie2 groups, the median PFS for the bevacizumab arm (12.8 months) is significantly (log-rank P ¼ 0.007; expected HR, 3.60) lower than the median PFS for the standard treatment arm (28.5 months). There were no significant differences in PFS associated with treatment for women with low Ang1 values irrespective of Tie2 concentrations. We will discuss these observations further in the following sections.
Tumor response
Similar patterns emerged; among women with high Ang1 and low Tie2 plasma concentrations, there was a greater chance of tumor response (OR, 1.76) after bevacizumab treatment compared with standard treatment. However, these associations were not statistically significant (Supplementary Table S6 ).
Validation set
Patient and tumor characteristics for the validation set are shown in Table 1 . There were 49 patients from the standard arm and 65 from the bevacizumab arm. The characteristics were broadly similar to those from the main trial. However, the validation set included a larger proportion of patients with residual disease greater than 1 cm when compared with the main trial (46% vs. 26%; c 2 test, P < 0.001). In addition, in the validation dataset more patients in the control arm had greater than a centimeter of residual disease than the treatment arm (62% vs. 38%; c 2 test, P ¼ 0.016).
The prognostic indices derived from the training set differentiated classes of high and low probability for progression in the validation set. The two risk groups showed significant differences in PFS (log-rank P ¼ 0.008) as shown in Fig. 3 , indicating that the survival model developed using the training dataset was valid on the validation dataset.
The Cox model derived using the training patients was reoptimized using the validation patients, including the same prognostic and predictive biomarkers (Supplementary Table S7 ). In the model, size of residual disease was a significant prognostic factor (P < 0.001 vs. P ¼ 0.283 in the training set). In keeping with the model based on the training dataset, a significant interaction of order three among the dichotomized values of Ang1 and Tie2 and treatment (P ¼ 0.025) was found. Improved treatment effects from bevacizumab were confirmed in the patients with high Ang1 and low Tie2, demonstrating an HR of 0.27 against the control arm, which was consistent with the HR of 0.21 observed in the training dataset. It is noteworthy in this cohort with a high proportion of residual disease, that bevacizumab treatment was associated with a beneficial effect, consistent with the main ICON7 trial findings (4).
Discussion
Main findings
We report some of the first translational research to emerge from the ICON7; a trial that showed that patients with advanced-stage/high-risk ovarian cancer benefitted from bevacizumab in combination with carboplatin and paclitaxel (4). We measured the plasma concentrations of a range of angiogenesis-associated proteins identifying two predictive biomarkers that emerged from 15 screening biomarkers; Ang1 and Tie2. Specifically, the effective predictor of a beneficial effect of bevacizumab was the combination of a supra-median concentration of Ang1 and an infra-median concentration of Tie2. Each of the putative biomarkers involved in the analysis is supported by previous independent biologic evidence. We validated the significance of this finding in an independent validation dataset. The biomarker combination provides predictive information, over and beyond, that provided by the two markers individually. Supra-median concentrations for both Ang1 and Tie2 were associated with no benefit from bevacizumab. The biologic implication of these finding is that the Ang1-Tie2 axis may play a pivotal role in mediating resistance to VEGF pathway inhibitors.
Biologic plausibility
It is perhaps not surprising that the angiopoietin family has been identified as mediating resistance to VEGF pathway inhibitors in ovarian cancer. Recent data have confirmed the activity of broad-spectrum angiopoietin inhibitors in the disease (19) , suggesting that ovarian cancer is a disease that is highly dependent on angiogenesis and that there may be some exclusivity between different angiogenic factors in the disease. However, this remains unproven.
The data show that patients with high Ang1 and low Tie2 plasma concentrations before treatment are most likely to benefit from bevacizumab. This observation raises some important mechanistic issues. As Ang1 is a key mediator of vascular maturity (32) , raised perivascular concentrations of Ang1 are more likely to be associated with increased pericyte coverage (33) , and hence resistance to VEGF inhibitors (34, 35) . Thus, there is a critical need for detailed histologic studies to test the hypothesis that clinical benefit from bevacizumab in ovarian cancer is associated with reduced pericyte coverage and Ang1 expression. In the training dataset, we also found that the combination of high Ang1 and high Tie2 were associated with a particularly poor outcome, but this was not supported by the validation dataset.
We have shown that Tie2 concentrations are associated with several important clinical parameters in ovarian cancer, including FIGO stage, cytoreductive surgery, and CA125. These findings suggest that the molecule is released from tumor vessels in proportion to the amount of tumor present. Although this remains the most likely explanation, an alternative would be that Tie2 is released from infiltrating Tie2-expressing monocytes, which are known to mediate resistance to VEGF inhibitors (36) .
Limitations and strengths
It is conceivable that the significant results might reflect multiple testing. This is theoretically true if our analyses were random but on the contrary, the statistical analyses were targeted and based on biologically driven questions. Our key interaction term, the P value was 0.003; a value that remains significant after correction for multiple testing. Second, the "power" of our study is indicated by the confidence intervals around our effect estimates and repeated with significant effects in the independent training and validation sets. Nevertheless, the absolute numbers involved in the study highlight the need to validate the findings in further trials.
There are several strengths in this study. This was a secondary analysis within a protocol-driven trial, allowing examination of a true predictive treatment effect of biomarkers independent of treatment selection bias. Second, we also measured biomarkers to clinical decision quality standards. Third, our analytical design included biologically driven targeted analysis; unbiased determination of cutoffs for putative biomarker values; testing of linear and nonlinear assumptions; training and validation datasets; and internal validation with bootstrapping.
Future research
We conducted an analysis of the pre-chemotherapy plasma concentrations of angiogenic factors in patients participating in ICON7. Our data show that patients with ovarian cancer who have raised plasma concentrations of Ang1 and low Tie2 are those that benefit most from bevacizumab, when concurrently treated with carboplatin and paclitaxel. Our data suggest that ovarian cancer, which is an angiogenesis-dependent disease, might be categorized into VEGF or Ang inhibitor-sensitive disease; the question remains of whether treatment with one inhibitor leads to escape through the alternate mechanism. These findings and hypotheses will be addressed in further prospective investigations.
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Median survival (mo): High probability = 13.4 Low probability = 21.2 Figure 3 . Kaplan-Meier analysis of the risk groups defined for the validation patients using the Cox model, including all prognostic and predictive biomarkers. The Cox survival model of the training set, including all prognostic and predictive biomarkers, was validated by assigning prognostic indices to the additional validation patients and subsequently divided them into two risk groups: "high probability" and "low probability" for disease progression. Kaplan-Meier analysis was carried out for the risk groups showing that they are significantly different. Not possible to calculate probability in 8 patients.
